January 2010 The Israeli artist Yochai Avrahami launches an exhibition called "UZI" in the Center for Contemporary Art in Tel Aviv. Avrahami traces the life of the UZI inventor Uzi Gal, who was born in Weimer Germany. The show asks if the UZI inherited the Bauhaus design "genes" that themselves originate in Weimer.

March 2010 The UZI PRO finally joins the UZI family. Originally introduced in 2003 during the Milipol Show in Paris the new SMG uses polymer parts and is lighter and more compact than its predecessor. It is blow back operated, shoulder or hip weapon that can be fired in automatic or semi-automatic mode.

The legendary UZI is one of the world's most famous firearm brands, a 20th century design classic and a true icon. Since its launch in 1950 the UZI family has been in service worldwide by Army, Secret Services, Police and Special Forces. Soon after its introduction, the angular-shaped UZI quickly emerged as an innovative sub-machine-gun and its key design features were became industry trendsetters.